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Laser-based mapping is... 
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●  Changing the process by which as-is conditions are documented  

●  Enhancing the accuracy and detail of modeling 

●  Rapidly encoding dense arrays of points in 3D space 

●  Capturing the shape of all surfaces visible to the scanner 

●  Creating the point cloud used to create models 

●  Fast becoming a part of daily workflow in design, construction, & more 
●  Lidar is has changed the tools for recording as-is conditions 

 

Also, the tools and the underlying algorithms are evolving rapidly... 



Mapping Tools Continuum 
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●  Stationary 

●  Mobile Mapping 

●  Carts and Backpacks 

●  Portable Handheld Mapping Systems 

Increasing flexibility and mobility 
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Other Metrics 
-  Cost 
-  Mobility 
-  Time 
-  Size/Weight 



Tripod Mounted Stationary Lidar 

●  Accurate 
●  Excellent scans - high geometric fidelity 
●  Proven capability 
●  Established providers with excellent products 
●  Tripod scanning coverage is discrete 
●  Multiple setups required to limit occlusions. 
●  Less point blurring (Precision <> accuracy!) 
●  Post-processing work required to align each scan 
●  Small drift errors due to registration 
●  Fully embraced by the surveying community 

 



Coverage Issue 

●  How many set ups are 
required? 

●  The more complex the 
environment, the greater 
the number of stationary 
positions required. 

●  Continuous scanning can 
cover complex situations. 



Site Access Issues 

■  Many sites are tough to scan 
■  Site availability an issue 
■  Time critical scanning 
■  Dynamic environments 
■  Security issues 
■  Non-real time nature can 

result in site revisit  
■  Historic sites require advance planning of weeks or more 
■  Hospitals have many requirements and planning. 
■  Many sites cannot shut down at all.  

■  E.g. Factories, production, distribution centers and more. 

Marine application 

  



Mobile Mapping - Backpacks 

Gexcel          Leica Pegasus     
  Z+F Heron 

●  Portable 
●  Continuous scanning 
●  Expensive 
●  Awkward in crowded spaces 

○  Especially above and below 
 



Mobile Mapping - Trolleys & Carts 

Faro    HiMod   iMS3D  
 NavVis    TMMS   Pix4D 

●  Transportable 
●  Sensor-rich 
●  Continuous scanning 
●  Very expensive 
●  Smooth floors 



Tripod Mounted Lidar + Handheld Unit 



What is SLAM? 

●  Determine location without a prior map or global positioning information.  
●  SLAM solves for the map and for the pose with respect to the map. 
●  If you have a map or global positioning you can solve one from the other. 
●  If you have neither, you can’t solve the problem separately from the other.  
●  You have to solve both. 

 
●  That is the essence of SLAM - Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

 
But even solutions to that problem, do not make a product. How well does it 
work in simulation or the laboratory versus the real world? 



Having the gear doesn’t make the result great. 



Mobile Scanning 

●  Faster continuous data collection 
●  Works well in hard-to-reach areas; can avoid occlusions 
●  Can build on top of existing maps 
●  Requires planning to limit drift errors 
●  Gaining traction in the survey community as a tool to augment traditional 

methods 



Mobile Scanning 

●  Moving beyond the point cloud - move to your workflow 
●  Everyone needs dwgs,models , BOM  
●  You don’t need the point cloud to see progress. 
●  Progressive scanning - can stay in the point cloud  
●  Mobile mapping: not ‘the fastest way to a wrong answer.’ 
●  Systems can be fast and accurate enough. Fast, accurate, and affordable 
●  Fastest time to information - giving you a competitive edge. 

 
 



Additional Sensing for Mobile Scanning 

●  Inertial measurement 
●  Lidar  
●  Feature tracking cameras 

 
●  Cameras and visible light can also be used to improve mobile scanning 
●  Use geometric features in range data to match scan frames 
●  More geometrically accurate 
●  Both approaches can use a SLAM-based approach to develop 3D models 

 
 
 
 



TOTAL STATION & TARGET ACCURACY 



POINT CLOUD RENDER 
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SCAN TO Model Example 



Scan to BIM Example 

●  Original hand-measured floor plan from 2015 
○  Raw space scan details 
○  Resultant point cloud 
○  Comparison 
○  BIM model 
○  Rendering 



2015: hand-measured floor plan 



Mobile Mapping Trajectory and Coverage 

19 min scan 
~40M points 
 
 



Raw Space - Colorized Point Cloud 



2015 floor plan and raw space point cloud 



2015 floor plan & raw space floor plan comparison 



Raw Space - Floor plan from Point Cloud 



BIM model - raw space 



Raw Space - BIM model 



Build Out - point cloud & trajectory 

42 min scan 
~82M points 
 
 



Build Out - Reflected Ceiling Plan 



Build Out - Point cloud Reality Layer 



Build Out - BIM model 



Build Out - BIM model 



Build Out - BIM model 



Build Out - Rendered 



RESIDENCE - CAPE COD 

Kaarta Cloud Revit file Sketchfab model 

Contour point clouds 

KAARTA - PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIAL  



Kaarta Cloud Revit file 

RESIDENCE - SAN DIEGO 

KAARTA - PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIAL  
Contour point cloud 



Mobility Improves Scanning Capability 

■  Not just viable, but has a place in the toolbox for modeling spaces 
■  Key developments in the industry have improved 

■  Visualization 
■  Geometric accuracy 
■  Modeling results from point clouds 
■  Cost comparisons 
■  Make the most effective use of your time 
■  Fastest path to an answer 

 

This tech and products will continue to evolve but mobile mapping is highly 
effective today. 



Belvoir Fortress, Israel 
 


